Installation to Faucet(Counter top)

1

Remove the aerator
from the faucet.

2

Attach the diverter valve to
the faucet using any included
adapter rings necessary. Be
sure to clean any exposed
threads and apply plumbers
tape to prevent leaks. If
installing to a faucet,
please contact your dealer
for informationon a
specialty adapter that
may be required.
Gasket
Adapter ring

Diverter Valve

3

Remove the compression nut
from the diverter valve and
thread the plastic supply
tubing through it, making
sure to keep the threads of
the compression nut facing
the diverter valve.

4

Attach the plastic supply
tubing to the diverter by
pressing it onto the compression nipple and securing
the compression nut to the
diverter valve.

Compression nut
Tubing (1/4”)

INLET

Cold Water Inlet

5

OUTLET

Connect hoses to the water Inlet and Acidic water Outlet.

Acidic Water Outlet

Installation Direct to Cold Water Line

1

Find the cold water supply
line and close the valve.

2

Disconnect the cold water
hose from the line. Make
sure it is the cold water hose
and not hot because hot
water will cause the unit to
malfunction.

3

Separate the water line.

4

Connect the cold water line
adapter to the cold water
supply valve as shown.
As fittings vary you will need
to find the right size adaptors
at your local plumbing store.

5

Connect the plastic tubing
as shown.

6

Connect hoses to the water
inlet and acidic water outlet
then open the cold water
supply valve.

CAUTION
Be sure the valves are all connected tightly to prevent leakage.
Be sure of where you want to install the ionizer as a hole needs to be drilled through the sink top to thread the tube.
Be sure you connect the unit to cold water as hot water can damage the unit.
This is a good time to double check and make sure all your fittings are tight and the tubing is secure in the fittings.
Check daily for any leaks during the first week after installation and check for leaks occasionally thereafter.
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Faucet Installation Guide
45mm
1

Use appropriate tools to make 45mm diameter hole
in the location where you will set up the faucet.
Make sure the faucet location will allow both spouts to
reach the sink.

2

Insert the faucet in the hole and then screw
it with a nut to make it be fixed.

3

After the faucet is fixed, connect it to fitting hose
(for Alkaline-Blue). Check the hose whether it is inserted
properly or not. Also, connect it hose(for Acidic-Orange)
connect the faucet to the body.

4

Place the Ionizer in an appropriate place under your sink

5

Connect the Acidic Water Hose(Orange color) to the 1/4”-1/4” Union fitting on the Acidic Hose extending
from the faucet to Acidic Water Outlet on the Ionizer. Pull firmly to check to connection you should not be able to pull the hose out.

6

Connect the Alkaline Water Hose(Blue color) attached to the threaded stem of the faucet to the
Alkaline Water Outlet on the ionizer. Pull firmly to check to connection - you should not be
able to pull the hose out.

7

Install the dust pre-filter in the middle of a length of 1/4 inch hose with the arrow pointed at
the ionizer. Connect the 1/4 inch hose with dust filter to Tap Water Inlet on the bottom of
the ionizer. Pull firmly to check to connection - you should not be able to pull the hose out.

8

Join the cable connector from the faucet to the Connect Wire. Plug the Connector Cord into the
Connector Plug on the back of the ionizer.

9

Connect the power cord into an appropriate outlet.

5/16”-1/4” Union Fitting

1/4”-1/4” Union Fitting
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Addendum to Faucet Installation- For election
to have bottom discharge spout capped off
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Descaling Faucet Diagram
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How to replace Acidic outlet pipe

Acidic outlet Plug

